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THE MAGIC OF THEATRE



● Since 1962 World Theatre Day has been celebrated by all theatre lovers all 
over the world on the 27th of March. This day is a celebration for those who 
can see the value and importance of the art form “theatre”, and acts as a 
wake-up-call for governments, politicians and institutions which have not yet 
recognised its value to the people and to the individual and have not yet 
realised its potential for economic growth.

"The theatre was created to tell people the 
truth about life and the social situation." 

- Stella Adler

WHY WORLD THEATRE DAY?



● ESCAPISM: The most common answer of why people love theatre so much is 
the sense of escapism it brings them. The world isn't always an easy place to 
live and we all have things going on in our lives that can weigh us down so 
the chance to switch off for a couple of hours, forget about our own problems 
and be transported into another world can be therapeutic.

● MEMORIES: Theatre is one of those aspects of life that stays with you forever. 
The power of theatre has also been known to evoke memories in people with 
dementia - it is a powerful medium that we should never underestimate.

● RELATABILITY: The relatability factor is an incredibly important factor as it can 
normalise something you are going through and make you feel like you are 
not alone in that. These moments in theatre can also give people the strength 
they need to make those tougher decisions in life.

● SHARED EXPERIENCE: The connection in theatre is not limited to the performers 
on stage. There is something quite special about being in a room with 100s or 
even 1000s of other like-minded people, all enjoying the same performance. 
It's about being close to other people sharing a unique experience and the 
anticipation of seeing a show.

● CONNECTION: As humans we strive for connection - it helps us to make sense 
of this strange ever-changing world so the opportunity to connect with a show 
on the stage is more necessary than some may realise. Bringing it back to the 
relatability factor mentioned earlier, connecting with a show, through 
character, song, monologue or dance can bring us a sense of joy.

● INCLUSIVE: In a problematic world where prejudice is still a huge problem, 
theatre feels a lot more of a diverse and inclusive place. While not perfect by 
a long shot, there are still shows that need to do better when it comes to their 
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● casting, it feels a real step up from the rest of the world.

● LIFE-SAVING: Never underestimate theatre. Theatre can save people's lives. 
Theatre is powerful. It has the power to comfort, to heal and even to save. 
Theatre is such a crucial aspect of life for so many. Some may not understand 
its significance but that shouldn't detract from it. Theatre can be subjective 
(individual) making it personal. 



● The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on society with their 
mental health and well-being. Theatre has the potential to help both the 
actors and audience by providing information about mental illness, 
challenging stereotypes, reducing stigma, decreasing the sense of isolation, 
providing role models and instilling hope. 

● It would be easy to think that Ukraine’s second largest city, Kharkiv – as close 
as it is to the Russian border – would be hunkered down and fearful. However 
when Sky News visited a theatre in Kharkiv, where actors are still rehearsing 
their play this showed the said they "want to keep going as usual, because 
entertainment can help people overcome what is going on". The Director said 
that that all the actors want to just carry on working freely: "We want to keep 
going as usual, because entertainment can help people overcome what is 
going on."

● When rehearsing their comedic play on war (not the Ukrainian crisis) they told 
Sky News 'Theatre is life, and life must go on'.

THEATRE DURING A CRISIS

A Report on ‘The 
Role of the Arts 

during the 
COVID-19 

Pandemic’ by UCL. 



● People in the theatre industry have spoken of their joy at reuniting with 
audiences following the restrictions of the pandemic and cancellations due 
to the Omicron variant.

● Theatre remain cautiously optimistic for 2022, as we anticipate these numbers 
will continue to rebuild towards pre-pandemic levels.

● Many theatre have commented on seeing their audiences return to enjoy live 
performances once again; stating that it has been an utter joy, and illustrates 
just how important the arts are to wellbeing and happiness, especially in these 
difficult times.

THEATRE DURING COVID



● Here is a video of Lion King the Musical where it shows director Julie Taymor 
addressing the cast on Broadway before they sing through 'Circle of Life' for 
the first time since March 2020.

● You will notice the emotions were high! This is because performers in West End 
Musicals work long hours 6/7 days a week. They typically work 10am - 10pm 
rehearsing and performing on average 2 performances a day. 

● As a performer you live and breathe your work and after almost two years off 
work with a cast that becomes your family it shows the connection and 
passion they have for their work. 

● Video URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lti-Hr-mqjE&t=1s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lti-Hr-mqjE&t=1s
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pKt7yhbrtPHr0X-LBPodlhZkB2RG3c7v/preview


● Richmond School Theatre Company performed at The Georgian Theatre 
Royal recently and after our performance we received some feedback that 
was: “It was very thought provoking, incredibly well acted and staged and 
centred upon issues that I know are happening in every school right now.” This 
is testament that the power of live theatre and performance is invaluable. As 
mentioned at the start, the performing arts play an important role in lifting 
spirits, bringing people together and inspiring us all, especially during difficult 
times and thespians know that theatre changes opinions, even changes lives.

"I regard the theatre as the greatest of all art 
forms, the most immediate way in which a 
human being can share with another the 
sense of what it is to be a human being." 

- Oscar Wilde



● Theatre isn’t just for education but also for entertainment. 

● Here is a video from the musical "Frozen. It shows an actor transforming into a 
four-legged, hoofed and antlered scene-stealer named Sven, using a nearly 
50-pound (22.6kg) puppet so convincing that you might forget there's a 
person planking inside.

● Video URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZGr4JWbN3E 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZGr4JWbN3E
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1jfINfiJiOR2VuqKA32W7CY9-hqBLy9rc/preview


● How does this work…? A cable connects the performer's right hand to Sven's 
eyes, to make the animal blink; another connects to his left hand to Sven's 
ears, which generally swing freely but can also be rotated or pulled back to 
express excitement or happiness. The mouth moves only when another 
character (Kristoff or Anna) rubs his throat.

● Sven is a slightly larger than life eight and a half foot long reindeer. There is a 
screen hidden in the animal’s neck, allowing the actor to see, although his 
field of vision is sharply limited — so much so that Sven has the de facto right 
of way onstage.

● Sven is onstage for about 40 minutes of the show, and the role is physically 
taxing — the performer inside is on all fours, essentially planking for up to seven 
minutes at a time, with 11-inch stilts attached to his hands, and five-inch metal 
shanks attached to his feet.

● The costume is so hot that, in breaks from the action, Sven retreats to a 
“puppet corner” offstage, where dressers supply water and even hold tissues 
for nose blowing (the actors can’t use their hands while in costume), and 
where an air conditioning tube can be inserted into the costume to lower 
their body temperature.

● The actors playing Sven studied animal anatomy and spent hours watching 
YouTube videos of migrating reindeer, trying to understand how they move. 

● This intricate design and masterful research from videos and observing 
reindeer from the trained acrobat/ballet dancers allowed the character of 
Sven to remain in the musical after big talks were had to cut the character. 

Mr. Pirozzi demonstrating the position he uses while in the Sven costume, worn here by Mr. Jepsen.



● Magic in theatre isn’t just made through the acting/movement that is seen on 
stage. The magic is created through many other elements that make up a 
production. 

● These elements include: sound, lighting, set, costume, make-up and puppetry 
etc… These elements together help to bring the magic and stories alive on 
stage which is a lot harder to do than film.  

● Remember that in theatre there is only one chance to get it right. There only 
one ‘take’ unlike film and everything is exposed in the present moment. 

Back to the Future the Musical Matilda the Musical Blood Brothers the Musical

Come From Away Lion King the Musical

Matthew Bourne’s Swan LakeMary Poppins the MusicalDear Evan Hansen



● Richmond School and Sixth Form College was praised by Ofsted. In their 
report it stated that ‘The range of sports and performing arts clubs is 
impressive.’ 

● There are many extra-curricular groups that you can get involved in within all 
three art forms (dance, drama and music). 

● You don’t have to be studying the subject at GCSE level to join they are open 
to all. 

● Speak to your dance, drama and music teachers to see what is on offer. It is 
never too late to come and join us. 

HOW CAN YOU GET INVOLVED?

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Friday

Musical Theatre 
Group 
SG16 

ANO + SBI

Richmond School 
Theatre Company 

(Year 7 to 9)
SG16 and SG17
DHE, DMA + SBI

Alice in 
Wonderland 

(School Show)
SG16/17

DMA + SBI

Richmond School 
Technical Group
(After May Half 

Term)
CF01

DMA + SBI

Richmond School 
Theatre Group 
(Year 10 - 13)

SG17
DMA + SBI


